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1 Introduction 
 
Computing accurate nonroad air pollution emissions inventories depends on estimations of 
emission factors and engine activity levels. Changes in nonroad emission factors are driven 
primarily by regulations and will not be discussed here (detailed discussions of nonroad emission 
factors used in MOVES201X can be found in Technical Reports NR-009d1 and NR-010f2). 
Changes in nonroad engine activity levels over years are the result of complex interactions 
between human population growth, changes in national and local economic factors, and changes 
in the markets for nonroad engines and products they produce. Because trends in nonroad engine 
activity levels are never directly measured, MOVES instead starts with base year engine 
populations and estimates growth in the populations of nonroad engines while applying constant 
annual activity values for every engine type (see Technical Report NR-005d3 for a technical 
discussion of annual activity values). This report focuses on the methodology for estimating 
growth in nonroad engine populations in MOVES201X. 

2 Background 
 
Previous versions of EPA’s nonroad emissions inventory model – including NONROAD2008, 
which was added to the MOVES model in 2014 – based engine population growth projections on 
a time series analysis of historical (1989 through 1996) nonroad engine populations taken from 
the Power Systems Research (PSR) Parts Link database4,5. This database contains detailed 
information about each engine family sold in the United States and was used to segregate 
nonroad engines by market sector and fuel type. Total engine populations, segregated by fuel 
type, were calculated for each year from 1989 through 1996 for the following broad market 
sectors: Construction, Agriculture, Industrial, Lawn & Garden, Commercial, Logging, Railroad 
Support, Recreational, Recreational Marine, and Airport Service. Future engine populations were 
projected by extrapolating from a simple linear regression of historical populations. 
 
Some adjustments were made to the PSR-based approach, including: 
 

 Engine population growth in the Oil Field sector was based on the Department of 
Commerce’s Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) estimates of gross state product from 
domestic oil production. This data source was preferred over the PSR database for this 
sector because the 1989-to-1996 decline in oil field equipment reflected in the PSR 
database would have resulted in all oil field equipment disappearing by 2006. 

 Recreational equipment population growth rates derived from the PSR database were 
applied to the Recreational Marine equipment category, but pre-1996 back-casted 
populations of personal watercraft were modified to force a zero population in 1970, as it 
was assumed that personal watercraft were not available in significant numbers prior to 
1970. 

 Within the Recreational equipment sector, population growth rates for all-terrain vehicles 
and off-highway motorcycles were revised based on historical sales information and sales 
growth projections supplied by the Motorcycle Industry Council. Additionally, growth 
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projections of snowmobiles were based on information provided by the International 
Snowmobile Manufacturers Association. 

 
In addition to forming the basis of nonroad engine population growth rates in MOVES2014, 
PSR’s engine population database also supplied the model’s default base year national 
populations, which were used as a starting point to estimate future and past year engine 
populations. Population base years varied by engine type and are either 1996, 1998, 1999, or 
2000 (see Technical Report NR-006e6 for a technical discussion of the derivation of base year 
equipment population estimates). Geographic allocation factors derived from surrogate 
information sources (e.g., business activity data, human population data, geographic data) were 
used to allocate national engine populations to the county level (see Technical Report NR-014d7 
for a detailed discussion of geographic allocation factors). 
 
MOVES201X will continue to use the base-year engine populations and geographic allocation 
factors used in NONROAD2008 and MOVES2014.  However, to address stakeholder concerns 
that long-term national growth rates derived from seven years of engine population data limits 
the model’s ability to accurately portray nonroad engine/emissions growth at the regional or state 
levels, EPA has developed a set of annual, state-level growth indices for projecting nonroad 
engine populations from the population base years.  

3 Methodology 
 
EPA considered four primary methods for projecting nonroad engine population growth trends 
(Table 3.1)8: 
 
 

Table 3.1 Methods for projecting nonroad engine activity and population growth trends 

Projection Methodology Description 

Equipment activity projections 

Tend to focus on a narrow or specialized equipment sectors (e.g., the Federal 
Aviation Administration’s Terminal Area Forecasts tool for projecting 
commercial aviation operations could be used to project airport service 
equipment activity) 

Census population projections 

Considered reliable because population demographics are well understood. 
Often used in nonpoint source emission inventory projections where activity 
is closely correlated with human population size and could be used in certain 
nonroad equipment sectors (e.g., recreational vehicles, residential lawn and 
garden).  

Economic projections 
Sometimes used as surrogates to approximate changes in emissions-
generating activity. Examples of economic data include employment 
statistics, gross domestic product, and volumes of product output. 

Energy use (fuel consumption) 
projections 

Appropriate for projecting nonroad activity and emissions because nonroad 
engines consume fuel in direct proportion to their use levels. Fuel 
consumption data and projections from specific economic sectors such as 
construction, agriculture, and mining can be used as surrogates for 
projecting nonroad engine populations/emissions trends in those sectors. 

 
Because the model assigns constant hours-per-year activity rates to each piece of nonroad 
equipment changes in emissions-generating activity levels are instead approximated by 
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estimating changes in nonroad engine populations. Projections such as those described in Table 
3.1 can be adopted as surrogates for projecting future nonroad engine populations.  
 
EPA identified sets of projections to serve as surrogates for constructing annual growth indices 
from 2014 to 2040 for each nonroad equipment sector (see Section 3.1). The projections are 
independent of fuel type. The growth indices function as annual multipliers that are applied to 
base year nonroad engine populations in order to estimate the engine population for a given year. 
For example, a growth index of 2.0 for a particular year indicates that the engine population in 
that year is double that of the base year population. The model then linearly extrapolates, based 
on projected engine population estimates for 2039 and 2040, to project populations to 2060. 
 
EPA also identified historical datasets to serve as surrogates for constructing annual, equipment 
sector-specific growth indices from the population base years (1996, 1998, 1999, or 2000) to 
2014 (see Section 3.2). The selected historical datasets closely resemble the 2014-2040 
projections with which they’re mapped (e.g., fuel sales data are matched with fuel consumption 
projections; human population data are matched with human population projections).  
 
EPA’s methodology for applying annual, sector-specific growth indices to estimate nonroad 
engine populations beyond the population base years is summarized in        Table 3.2. 
 
 

       Table 3.2 Methodology for applying nonroad engine population growth indices in MOVES 

Calendar Years Method 

Population base year (1996, 1998, 1999, 2000) 
through 2014 

Apply annual historical growth indices to base year 
populations 

2014 through 2040 
Apply annual projection growth indices to estimated 

populations for 2014 

2040 through 2060 
Linearly extrapolate from the 2039 and 2040 population 

estimates 

 
3.1 Surrogate Data for Projecting Future Nonroad Engine Populations 
 
The equipment sector-specific sets of projections inTable 3.3 are largely derived from publicly 
available sources. While state-level projections are preferred, this level of spatial detail is not 
available for all equipment sectors.  
 
State-level projections of gross domestic product (GDP) from Moody’s Analytics9 are used as 
growth surrogates for the Industrial and Commercial equipment sectors. Given that many of the 
equipment types (e.g., generator sets, forklifts, pumps) in the Industrial and Commercial 
equipment sectors are spread throughout the economy and not confined to a specific economic 
sector, a high-level economic indicator like GDP is assumed to be the best option for projecting 
growth in these equipment sectors. 
 
The Lawn and Garden (residential and commercial) and Recreational Vehicles equipment sectors 
use state-level human population projections10 as surrogates for engine population growth, as 
activity in these sectors is assumed to be closely tied to population size. State-level projections of 
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commercial aviation operations from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)’s Terminal 
Area Forecasts11 are used as growth surrogates for the Airport Service equipment sector.  
 
National projections of revenue ton miles and recreational marine fuel consumption from the 
Energy Information Administration (EIA)’s Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) 2016 are used for the 
Rail Maintenance12 and Recreational Marine13 sectors, respectively.  
 
Finally, census region (    Table 3.4) projections of energy consumption from the EIA’s 
AEO2016 are applied to the Construction14, Agriculture15, Logging16, Oil Field17, and 
Underground Mining18,19 equipment sectors. EIA furnishes unpublished energy consumption 
projections for specific economic sectors; these sectors are mapped to corresponding nonroad 
equipment sectors, as noted in Table 3.3.  
 
 

Table 3.3 Surrogate data for projecting future (2014-2040) growth of nonroad engine populations20 

Equipment Sector 
Surrogate Data 

Source 
Surrogate Data for Future Projections 

Industrial Moody’s Analytics GDP from warehousing sector 
Commercial Moody’s Analytics Economy-wide GDP 

Lawn and Garden  
(residential and commercial) 

U.S. Census Bureau Human population 

Recreational U.S. Census Bureau Human population 
Airport Service FAA TAF Model Number of commercial aviation operations 

Rail Maintenance EIA AEO Revenue ton miles 
Recreational Marine EIA AEO Fuel consumption (recreational marine) 

Construction EIA AEO Energy consumption (construction sector) 
Agriculture EIA AEO Energy consumption (agriculture sector) 

Logging EIA AEO Energy consumption (other agriculture sector) 
Oil Field EIA AEO Energy consumption (oil and gas mining sector) 

Underground Mining EIA AEO 
Energy consumption (sum of the coal sector and 

metallic & non-metallic mining sector) 

 
 

    Table 3.4 Census regions of the United States21 

Census Region States 

West 
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 

Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming 

Midwest 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 

Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin 

South 
Alabama, Arkansas, District of Columbia, Floridaa, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, 

Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 
Virginia, West Virginia 

Northeast 
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont 
Note: 
a Growth indices developed for Florida are used to estimate growth in nonroad engine populations in Puerto Rico 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
 
3.2 Surrogate Data for Constructing Historical Nonroad Engine Populations 
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A second set of annual growth indices is required in order to project nonroad engine populations 
from the population base years (1996, 1998, 1999, or 2000) to 2014. EPA identified publicly 
available datasets (Table 3.5) to serve as surrogates to estimate historical engine populations, 
seeking to match the projection methodologies used for constructing historical populations with 
those used to project growth in engine populations beyond 2014. With the exception of the 
national-scale revenue ton miles dataset (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)’s 
Transportation Energy Data Book22) used as growth surrogates for Rail Maintenance equipment, 
state-level data are used as historical growth surrogates for all equipment sectors. 
 
 

Table 3.5 Surrogate data for projecting nonroad engine populations from the base years to 2014 

Equipment Sector Surrogate Data Source 
Surrogate Data for Historical 

Projections 
Industrial Bureau of Economic Analysis GDP from multiple economic sectorsa 

Commercial Bureau of Economic Analysis GDP from multiple economic sectorsa 
Lawn and Garden 

(residential) 
U.S. Census Bureau Human population 

Lawn and Garden 
(commercial) 

U.S. Census Bureau 
Number of landscaping services 

establishments 
Recreational U.S. Census Bureau Human population 

Airport Service FAA Terminal Area Forecasts Number of commercial aviation operations 
Rail Maintenance ORLN Transportation Energy Data Book Revenue ton miles 

Recreational Marine National Marine Manufacturers Association Boat registrations 

Construction EIA Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales 
Fuel delivered to off-highway 

(construction) consumers 
Agriculture EIA Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales Fuel delivered to farm consumers 

Logging EIA Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales 
Fuel delivered to off-highway (non-

construction) consumers 
Oil Field EIA Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales Fuel delivered to oil company consumers 

Underground Mining EIA Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales Fuel delivered to industrial consumers 
Note: 
a See Table 3.6 for a list of economic sectors used in the analysis. 
 
For the Industrial and Commercial equipment sectors, GDP by state from several industries 
(Table 3.6) thought to utilize Industrial and Commercial equipment were obtained from the U.S. 
Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis23. GDP by state from the selected 
industries were summed to create the time series of state-level GDP which serve as surrogates 
for projecting Industrial and Commercial engine populations from the base years to 2014. 
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Table 3.6 North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)24 economic sectors from which 
state-level GDP serve as surrogates for projecting Industrial and Commercial engine populations 

NAICS 
Sector 

NAICS Sector Description 
Industrial 
Equipment 

Commercial 
Equipment 

11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting X X 
21 Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction X X 
22 Utilities X X 
23 Construction X X 

31-33 Manufacturing X X 
42 Wholesale Trade X X 

44-45 Retail Trade X  
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing X X 

51 Information X  
53 Real Estate and Rental and Leasing  X 

56 
Administrative and Support &  

Waste Management and Remediation Services 
X X 

 
To maintain consistency with the surrogate data selected to project future Lawn and Garden 
(residential) and Recreational Vehicles equipment populations, state-level annual human 
population data sourced from the U.S. Census Bureau25 are used as historical growth surrogates 
for these equipment categories. Similarly, the number of commercial aviation operations in each 
state from FAA’s Terminal Area Forecasts model are used as growth surrogates for Airport 
Service equipment. The number of landscaping establishments for each state, as reported in the 
U.S. Census Bureau County Business Patterns Database (NAICS code 561730)26, serve as 
historical growth surrogates for Commercial Lawn & Garden equipment. 
 
State recreational boat registrations for the period 2004-2013, compiled by the National Marine 
Manufacturers Association27, are used as historical growth surrogates for the Recreational 
Marine equipment category. A simple linear regression of 2004-2013 registrations is used to 
construct historical growth indices for the missing periods of 1996-2004 and 2013-2014. 
 
Finally, EPA selected data from EIA’s Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales (FOKS) report28 to serve as 
surrogates for projecting engine populations from the base years to 2014 for the Construction, 
Agriculture, Logging, Oil Field and Underground Mining equipment sectors. The Adjusted 
Distillate Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales by End Use survey reports different grades of diesel and 
distillate fuels for various end use sectors in major economic sectors. EPA mapped FOKS end 
use sectors to nonroad equipment sectors and compiled state-level sales data for the reported fuel 
grades provided in Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7 Fractions of reported fuel grades used to construct state-level historical trends,  
by FOKS end use sector and nonroad equipment sector 

  Distillate Fuel Grade (Fraction) 

FOKS End Use 
Sector 

Nonroad 
Equipment 

Sector 

Distillate 
Fuel Oil 

No. 2 Distillate – 
High Sulfur 

Diesel 

No. 2 Distillate – 
Low Sulfur 

Diesel 

No. 1 
Distillate 

Off-Highway: 
Construction 

Construction 1.0    

Off-Highway: 
Non-Construction 

Logging 1.0    

Industrial 
Underground 

Mining 
 1.0 1.0 0.4 

Oil Company Oil Field 1.0    
Farm Agriculture 1.0    

 
Due to the volatile behavior of the raw sales series, we elected not to use a value for a single year 
as the basis from which to forecast future fuels sales. Consequently, we performed aggregation 
of the raw series, using a technique common in econometric analysis. 
 
As a first step in constructing historical sales trends for each state, the 5-point weighted-centered 
moving average (WCMA5) of the raw sales trend was calculated, with fuel sales expressed as 
thousands of gallons (1,000 gal). Five time points (years) were included, i.e.  t-2, t-1, t, t+1 and 
t+2, with each weighted as 2, 3, 5, 3 and 2, respectively. To obtain the average, the weighted 
sales sum was divided by 15, or the total sum of the weights. 
 
In the final year of the series (2014), at which point five time points are not available,  the 
average was calculated as a 3-point trailing moving average that included points t-2, t-1 and t 
(weighted, respectively, as 2, 3 and 5), and with a reduced sum of weights of 10. 
 
After calculating the WCMA5, the average sales were indexed to a population base year of 2000. 
However, in some cases, values in specific years were modified to avoid nonsensical or 
unreasonable results in some states in some sectors. Specifically, if the WCMA5 in any year and 
state in any of the target sectors was between zero and 1,000 gallons, the values were reset to 
1,000 gallons. 

4 Results 
 
Annual, state-level growth indices for each equipment sector are applied to every equipment type 
within the sector, from their respective population base year to 2040. The resulting 
nrgrowthindex database contains over 55,000 entries, so in the interest of brevity, a sample of 
results are presented here. Figure 4.1- Figure 4.13 show time series of annual growth indices 
corresponding to one state from each U.S. Census Region (Table 3.4). Although the model 
linearly extrapolates engine populations from 2039 and 2040 out to 2060, for illustrative 
purposes, Figure 4.1- Figure 4.13 include linearly extrapolated growth indices. Example states 
vary by sector to better illustrate the sector growth. The national average index across all states is 
also plotted. 
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Figure 4.1 shows the results from the Industrial equipment sector (1998 base year). Surrogate 
data for historical indices is GDP from multiple economic sectors; surrogate data for future 
projections is GDP from the warehousing sector (NAICS sector 48-49). Growth indices for 
Illinois (Midwest Census Region), Massachusetts (Northeast Census Region), Texas (South 
Census Region), and Arizona (West Census Region) are shown. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Industrial equipment. The vertical 

line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices.  
 
Results from the Commercial equipment sector (1998 base year) for Illinois, Massachusetts, 
Arizona, and Texas are shown in Figure 4.2. Surrogate data for historical indices is state-level 
GDP from multiple economic sectors; surrogate data for future projections is the economy-wide 
state GDP. 
 

 
Figure 4.2 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Commercial equipment. The 

vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
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Example growth indices corresponding to the Lawn and Garden equipment sector are shown in 
Figure 4.3 (residential lawn and garden equipment) and Figure 4.4 (commercial lawn and garden 
equipment). Both plots assume a 1998 population base year and results from Illinois, 
Massachusetts, California, and Texas are highlighted. Human population projections are used as 
surrogates to project future populations of residential and commercial lawn and garden 
equipment. Historical growth indices for residential lawn and garden equipment populations are 
based on human population data; the number of landscaping services establishments is the basis 
for the historical indices used for commercial lawn and garden equipment. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Residential Lawn and Garden 

equipment. The vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.4 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Commercial Lawn and Garden 

equipment. The vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
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Equipment population growth indices for the Recreational equipment sector (1998 base year) for 
Minnesota, Massachusetts, Wyoming, and Texas are shown in Figure 4.5. Human population 
data and projections serve as surrogates for both historical and projected equipment populations. 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Recreational equipment. The 

vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 

State-level equipment population growth indices for the Airport Service equipment sector (1998 
base year) for Illinois, New York, Arizona, and Texas are shown in Figure 4.6. Both the 
historical and future projections are based on the number of commercial aviation operations 
reported by FAA’s TAF model. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Airport Service equipment. The 

vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
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The national-scale growth indices for the Railway Maintenance equipment sector (1998 and 
2000 base years) are shown in Figure 4.7. National revenue ton miles are the basis for both 
historical and future projections.  
 

 
Figure 4.7 Annual growth indices from 1998 and 2000 base years to 2060 for Railway Maintenance 

equipment. The vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the growth indices for the Recreational Marine equipment sector (1998 base 
year) for Minnesota, New York, Washington, and Florida. The pre-2014 historical indices are 
based on state-level boat registration data; human population projections are used to project 
future populations of Recreational Marine equipment. 
 

 
Figure 4.8 Annual growth indices from 1998 base year to 2060 for Recreational Marine equipment. 

The vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
Equipment population growth indices for the Construction equipment sector (2000 base year) for 
Illinois, New York, Arizona, and Texas are shown in Figure 4.9. Historical indices are based on 
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sector-specific Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales data, while the future growth indices are based on 
projected fuel consumption in the construction sector. 
 

 
Figure 4.9 Annual growth indices from 2000 base year to 2060 for Construction equipment. The 

vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
Similar to the Construction equipment sector, the Agricultural equipment sector uses sector-
specific fuel sales data and energy consumption projections are surrogates for historical and 
future growth indices. Results from Nebraska, Vermont, California, and North Carolina (2000 
base year) are highlighted in Figure 4.10. 
 

 
Figure 4.10 Annual growth indices from 2000 base year to 2060 for Agricultural equipment. The 

vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
Figure 4.11 shows the growth indices for the Logging equipment sector (2000 base year) for 
Minnesota, Vermont, Oregon, and Georgia. Historical indices are based on sales of fuel 
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delivered to off-highway consumers, while the future projections are based on projected energy 
consumption in the “other agriculture” sector. 
 

 
Figure 4.11 Annual growth indices from 2000 base year to 2060 for Logging equipment. The vertical 

line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
Equipment population growth indices for the Oil Field equipment sector (2000 base year) for 
South Dakota, Pennsylvania, Alaska, and Texas are shown in Figure 4.12. Projections of energy 
consumption in the oil and gas mining sector serve as surrogates for future growth indices, and 
fuel sales to oil company consumers are used to construct historical growth indices. 
 

 
Figure 4.12 Annual growth indices from 2000 base year to 2060 for Oil Field equipment. The vertical 

line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices. 
 
Figure 4.13 shows the growth indices for the Underground Mining equipment sector (2000 base 
year) for Illinois, Pennsylvania, Wyoming, and West Virginia. Historical indices are based on 
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sales of fuel delivered to industrial consumers, while the future projections are based on 
projected energy consumption in the coal sector and metallic & non-metallic mining sector. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.13 Annual growth indices from 2000 base year to 2060 for Underground Mining equipment. 

The vertical line at 2014 indicates the transition between historical and projection indices 
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